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Introduction

✓ The epistemic encounter between economics and
culture domains is inevitable…

✓ …despite the fact that economists are advised to
enter the “cultural” territory with “civilized”
timidity,…

✓ …because the science of “prices” and
“production”…

✓ …is rather weak in mapping the “priceless” and
the “ineffable”.
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Cultural sustainability: 

the “state of the art(s)” (a)

✓ From neoclassical theory …

Mainstream message with respect to cultivating
both nature and culture:

➢ While Western capitalist markets were found better equipped
than Eastern socialist gulags in granting prosperity, the same
way-too-free markets look poorer in addressing sustainability
compared to democratic-governmental public-political tools.

✓ Can we (economically-meaningfully) speak about
“cultural”…

➢ …value/valuation?

➢ …capital/capitalization?

➢ …sustainability/sustainabilization?
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Cultural sustainability: 

the “state of the art(s)” (b)

✓ …Back to classical thinking

The main fallacies of the “engineering” approach
on sustainability remain:

➢ (1) it ignores subjectivity and teleology of human action (2) it
ignores the crux institution of private property rights (3) it
ignores the functional free-market setting and the subtle
instrument of economic calculation so enabled.

✓ Evaluation, capital, and income make sense before
anywhere else in the context of individual (rather than
collectivized) actions, of private property and market
contracts.

➢ Only in such a landscape, real individuals can calculate and
then coordinate within communities the rational use of
resources (avoiding both abuse and misuse) and address real
sustainability concerns.
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Cultural sustainability: 

a “colossal” concept 

with “clay” pillars (a)

✓ Throsby (1995, pp. 203-5) argues that the idea
of sustainability can be used to bring economic
and cultural systems together…

✓ …in the same manner as the concept originated
by Brundtland has been used to link the
economic and ecological systems…

✓ …in order to identify critical relationships
between mankind’s manufacturing acts and the
natural environment items.

✓ Specifically, he proposes that this link be achieved
by means of a concept which he named
culturally sustainable development (CSD).
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Cultural sustainability: 

a “colossal” concept 

with “clay” pillars (b)

✓ CSD includes both traditional interpretations
assigned to culture – functionalist
(“anthropologic”) and structuralist
(“artefactual”).

✓ It includes both the “hardware” sense (stocks of
goods/assets, services/techniques), as well as the
“software” sense (attitudes and practices which
fuel creativity).

(1) “Advancement of material and non-material well-being”.

(2) “Intergenerational equity and the maintenance of cultural
capital”.

(3) “Equity within the present generation”.

(4) “Recognition of interdependence”.
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Cultural sustainability: 

towards a property-based 

reinforcement (a)

✓ In a proprietarian/calculational sense, economic
and ethical sustainability may gain in realism, for
we live in the territory of subjectivity, scarcity,
sociality, so pervasive in the cultural realm.

➢ Culture is about subjective value, translatable from
spiritual intimacy to scaled preferences demonstrated in
action and then to scalar pricing.

➢ The prices spur from markets for scarce resources/factors
of production/assets, crucial in edifying production
capacities for cultural consumption-goods/services
(tangibles/intangibles).

➢ Producing and consuming them become a social/sharable
experience to be bequeathed/inherited across generations, as
cultural products and their cultural production recipes need
to be sustainably reproducible, in the economic sense.
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Cultural sustainability: 

towards a property-based 

reinforcement (b)

✓ Firstly, an owner (i.e., of cultural goods) is entitled to decide
the desired uses and obtain a price from third parties for the
services provided by his property.

Having the right to exclude non-paying partners, he manages
the “social scarcities”, determining what resource will
serve what use, depending on the price-signalled intensity of
the need.

✓ Secondly, well- defined and defended property ownership
imposes responsibilities on the owner (i.e., of cultural
heritage/patrimony assets).

In situations where the damage on private property can be
proved as caused intentionally or negligently, the owner is
entitled to claim compensation, thus rendering fully
responsible the third parties.
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Conclusions

✓ Modern economic science is centred on the theory of
subjective value, and it is only common-sense to hold the field
of cultural economics to the same standard. In this vein, there
is no way to identify some (objective) “cultural value”.

✓ From an economic point of view, there is no “cultural
capital” in any other sense than what entrepreneurial
judgment can imagine and employ in production or exchange
on the market. There is no economic theory of “cultural
capital” as there is no distinct theory of “beauty capital”,
which would apply to the study of the economics of beauty
pageants.

✓ For a meaningful conservation policy, market prices are a
(scientifically determined) prerequisite, which, in its turn,
presupposes private property and free markets in “all” goods
and services. The market is the best solution for achieving the
goal of “culturally sustainable development”, from
both a theoretically and historically informed perspective.
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Thank you!

VISIT ROMANIA!

☺

THE MARKET FOR IDEAS

t h e m a r k e t f o r i d e a s . c o m
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